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Porcel
Porcel offers coffee and gava sets neatly packed in gift boxes and featuring the brand’s most exquisite 
decorations. The set encompasses six pieces, ideal to host an elegant event with friends or family. The 
Camellia office sets are also a great present that will take the receiver’s desk decoration to the next level. 
Pictured is the Imperio Gava Set.

www.porcel.com 

Denby
Denby has long been on board with cleverly packaged product and the tableware 
offering is no different. The pottery provides the option of purchasing tableware 
pieces individually or in boxed set combinations.  Boxed sets can be 12-piece place 
setting including four each of dinner and small plates plus cereal bowls or 16-piece 
set which includes the addition of four mugs. There is also the option of boxes of  
four of the same item, such as plates or  bowls for example with mugs available 
in packs of two. Denby also gift boxes its glassware in boxes of two or four with 
placemats and coasters available in packs of six.

www.denbypottery.com

Rosenthal meets Versace
Individuality is celebrated with the Virtus Alphabet Collection from Rosenthal meets Versace. Mugs, plate 
and service plate are enriched with iconic Medusa accents, lush acanthus leaves and Barocco lettering. 
Infinitely personal, the elegant tableware celebrates uniqueness and personal style – a combination of 
designs allows for mixing and matching of letters to spell an infinite number of words.

www.rosenthal.de
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From drinkware to 
decorative pieces, 
glass is a material 
which allows for great 
versatility, and it makes 
a great gift too

Nicely packaged tableware is a dream for 
consumers who want a premium gift 

Glass

Tableware

Category Giftable

Vista Alegre 
Water On Mars merges science and 
discovery, technology and art. Designer 
Bartek Mejor collaborates once again with 
Vista Alegre on a conceptual and visionary 
creation, symbolizing frozen water on the 
surface of Mars. Based on data obtained by 
NASA’s Reconnaissance Orbiter probe, the 
vase and centerpiece were modelled using 
special software to recreate reliefs on the 
surface of ice, obtain after millions of years 
of erosion that resemble crystallised dunes. 

www.vistaalegre.com 

Crystalex 
Crystalex has an assortment of gift-friendly 
glassware made for special occasions. 

Each set is uniquely designed by professional 
illustrators, and the stylish designs and patterns 
make the collection perfect for gifts or for setting 
table for special occasions. Crystalex make it even 
easier by sending all Beauty collection products in 
rich, attractive packaging, including a unique gift 
card in each parcel.

www.crystalex.cz 

Zwiesel Glas
Vervino is a nine-piece gourmet glass series from Zwiesel Glas. With its 
thin-walled bowl, refined stem and wide bottom plate, the high-quality 
machine-made series appears virtually handmade. Developed with 
experienced sommeliers for maximum sensory refinement, the glasses 
perfectly bring out the bouquet of different grape varieties - for pure 
enjoyment and unparalleled hospitality. And it comes neatly packaged 
for ultimate giftability.

www.zwiesel-glas.com
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Trend Gold

Gold accents are never not on trend, and the 
hugely desirable metal is in demand once more. 
We highlight some gorgeous gold pieces… 

Going for Going for 

goldgold  

Denby
Denby’s beautiful new Art Deco Porcelain 

features a blue and gold pattern effect which 
is created using mica – which means that 

the collection carries all Denby's attributes 
and can still be washed in the dishwasher, 

microwave and oven.
The new Porcelain Stars collection which is a 
celebration of the two key Denby porcelain 

glazes, combining with the arc texture is 
decorated with elegant and luxurious gold 

enamel, again the pieces can be safely 
washed in the dishwasher.

The new Porcelain Stars tableware includes 
core place setting items, plus new serving 

items including a new Turkey platter 
and sauce jug making it perfect for both 
Seasonal and all year round dining and 

entertaining.
To complete the collection are two new 

Porcelain Home Fragrance items, a diffuser 
in and candle pot.

www.denbypottery.com

Utopia
Nothing says luxury and decadence like gold – 

enter the Coco Gold Tumblers – these statement 
pieces add real lustre to the bar. Part of the Coco 

& Bardot range, the glasses are decorated and 
hand finished with precious gold (hence the 
advice is to hand wash only).  There are three 

patterned ornate gold designs to choose from, 
featuring fans, circles or elongated diamonds, 

and all of them have a gold rim.  Made in Bulgaria 
by Pasabahce, the Coco tumblers are 92mm high 
and have a 33cl (11.25oz) capacity.  Being 389g 
each, they weigh heavy in the hand, adding to 

their feel and appeal.

www.utopia-tableware.com 

Porcel 
Porcel has three gold-centric collections. Or is 
an exquisite set in which each piece is one of 
a kind. The union of reactive and gold creates 
an incredible texture that concedes this col-
lection a mesmerising visual effect, as well as 
a remarkable tactile experience. Meanwhile, 
Full Gold features subtle porcelain pieces 
decorated in full gold while Infinity features a 
combination of patterns and lines with mini-
malistic elegance but ultimate luxury.

www.porcel.com 

Full Gold

Infinity
Or

Art Deco Stars
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Talking points
From trending products to fresh launches, we hear from leading industry 

figures about what is happening in their companies…

Mesa Ceramics
Francisco Braga, CEO
How much of an issue are 
energy costs causing your 
company and have you been 
forced to pass these down to 
the end-user yet?
It seems that we have been 
lurching from one problem to 
the next, whether it is because of 
Covid, raw material costs, shipping 
prices, the war in Europe and the 
consequent massive increase in 
energy costs. Fortunately, we have 
been investing in the optimisation 
of our factory and we just finalised 
the implementation of solar panels 
that will help us reduce about 
20 per cent in energy costs and 
reduce the CO2 emissions by 164 
tons per year. So, the truth is that 
we were forced to pass some of the 
increased costs to the end-user but 
not proportionately, we acted with 
caution and good judgment. 

What do you predict will trend 
in tableware for 2023?
We believe that there is a 
higher awareness regarding 
sustainability and eco-friendly 
manufacturers. Consumers 
are consciously purchasing 
less products, but of a better 
quality. There is a high demand 
for high quality products that 
are sustainable, functional, 
durable and with pallets that 
can be trans-seasonal. 

What is your most popular 
selling item and from which 
collection?
Our most popular selling item 
is the Plate 28 of Uno collection 
in black matte colour. This is a 
deep plate in stoneware with 
a soft rounded shape. Our Uno 
collection in matte colours was 
the 2022 winner of the German 
Design Award for Excellent 
Product Design, Tabletop.

Viewpoint Opinion 

Beatriz Ball, Owner and founder
 What is your most popular selling tabletop item and from 
which collection?
The eternally popular SOHO Organic Bowl coordinates with all our 
collections and is equally at home with your casual dinnerware or 
dressed up for a party. It has been our bestseller for years and has 
established itself a go-to wedding gift.

Will you be attending shows this year and if so, what is your 
key show
We are attending three US trade shows this summer; Dallas, 
Atlanta, and Las Vegas. Atlanta is the jewel in the crown in our 
markets. It is our largest and most prominent space, and one in 
which we can spotlight the full range of our products. We look 

forward to meeting with so many of our top accounts to show 
them our latest intros, and to catch up on the latest developments 
with their businesses. 

Porcel
Ana Luísa Roque, president
What do you predict will trend in 
tableware for 2023?
We truly believe that next year there will 
be a predominant focus on texture. After 
a couple of years where we kept our 
distance from people and items alike, 
clients will be drawn by the ability to 

feel the surface of the piece 
they are buying. For 

this reason, our bets land on audacious releases that 
appeal to the sense of touch.

What is your most popular selling tabletop 
collections? 
Our newest collections, Matcha and Sunstone 
(pictured), have been a great success since 
their release and throughout the year. Matcha 
is a soft green collection named after the 
Japanese beverage, that guarantees uplifting and 

memorable table moments. Sunstone is decorated 
with fine gold lines resulting in a reflective geometric 

pattern applied in gold over each porcelain piece.

How much of an issue are energy costs causing 
your company and have you been forced to pass 

these down to the end-user yet? 
We want to continue to deliver high quality products, and provide excellent 
service – our main goal is the complete satisfaction of our partners. But 
due to the drastic increases in energy costs which have been reflected with 
direct impact on the ceramic industry, we have had to adjust to these new 
worldwide circumstances. 

Will you be attending shows this year and if so, what is your key show? 
Our current plan for 2022 is to keep visiting trade fairs and shows in order 
to understand the path the market is taking and exploring current trends. 
Next year we are hoping to return to normality, so we can once again be 
back with our own exhibition at the usual events.
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Trends Texture  

A key element of any good interior designer’s armoury, 
texture adds depth, drama and flair. And texture on 

the dinner table is no different. We highlight some key 
pieces designed to bring the table to life…

Polished brilliance 
The elaborate polishing of Zwiesel’s refined handmade 
glasses makes them the perfect choice for special occasions. 
With its extravagant shapes, black stem and striking cut, the 
Glamorous series celebrates the 1920s and Art Déco design. 

www.zwiesel-glas.com

Jewel in the crown
Amefa’s Jewel pattern combines style and tradition and is beautifully 
finished with a diamond decoration. The assortment is part of the brand’s 
elite collection called Amefa Premiere – distinctive designs crafted from the 
highest quality 18/10 stainless steel and beautifully finished to the last detail.

www.amefa.com

Modern moments
Mesa Ceramics new coupe mugs with innovative textures and 
patterns – boasting bold and on-trend colours – are ideal for 
complementing your tableware sets. With the possibility to mix-
and-match decors there’s an infinity of set combinations.

The use of digital printing technology allows the creation of 
new pieces with a character that speaks for itself. 

www.mesa-ceramics.com

The royal touch
From Porcel comes Royal Velvet, a bold collection which demands 
to be the centre of attention at the table. Inspired by royalty, the 
collection’s decoration is achieved by using reactive inks, which 
when in contact with the porcelain create a unique effect. The 

intense silver and violet hand-applied texture is distinct in every 
piece and creates a memorable tactile experience.

www.porcel.com

Texture  Texture  
to the tableto the table
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Trends Grandmillenial

Grandmillenial 

chic...

Old school aesthetic, bold prints, mixed textures, fringing, botanic-enhanced interiors 
– all key elements of the grandmillenial aesthetic. Whatever way you look at it, 
Grandmillenial has been around for a while and isn’t going anywhere as younger 

buyers veer away from minimalism. But how can tableware fit itself into this ode to old?           
We highlight some collections perfect for the trend

Flower power
Nikko’s Flower Dance has been created by Shinpei 
Naito, an up-and-coming Japanese artist based in 
Germany. The designer has created two printed designs 
of countless flowers in vivid colours – a bright burst of 
grandmillenial chic.

www.nikkoceramics.com 

Old school charm
Denby tells us that many of its customers are mixing 
past patterns and vintage Denby with contemporary 
pieces. For example, Gypsy a collection from the 1970s 
is seen here with the more recent Impression. In a recent 
campaign Denby’s design director Richard Eaton teamed 
with Denby’s historian and corporate affairs manager 
Linda Salt to suggest which current patterns teamed with 
vintage pieces.

www.denbypottery.com 

Velvet and tassels 
Melody Rose’s velvet cushions – dressed with fabulous 
tassels – fit the brief perfectly. Made entirely in the UK, 
the cushions boast the same prints that are on Melody 
Rose’s instantly recognisable tableware. Choose from The 
Show Must Go On star performer The Amazing Miss Rose, 
the cheeky surrealist Models, the Rock and Roll inspired 
Skull in Crown and the Acts of Daring brave duo the 
Trapeze Girl and acrobatic Trapeze Boy.

melodyrose.co.uk 

Classic styling
From Porcel comes Mozart – one of the company’s longest-
established and prevailing decorations. 
Originally created in 1991, this exquisite collection has 
surpassed the test of time to become a statement set and fits 
the grandmillenial brief perfectly.

www.porcel.com 

Passion for fashion
From Rosenthal meets Versace, the Barocco Mosaic dining 
collection is a celebration of brand heritage. Four archive 
prints are patchworked into a quintessentially Versace 
design. The colors are bright, full of joy and energy – 
pastel purple and soft mint fused with classic gold tones 
create a fresh look. 

www.rosenthal.de 

Spirit guide 
Aimed at the retail market, Spirit from Zwiesel Glas 
is a reinterpretation of a 100-year-old technique 
which honours Zwiesel’s glassmaking tradition. The 
manufactured glass is inspired by the Bavarian Forest 
– and the craftsmanship of past generations for the 
purest enjoyment of wine. The stem is available in several 
colourways including rose, green, aubergine and graphite.

Zwiesel-glas.com 

Nikko

Melody Rose

Rosenthal
Zwiesel

Porcel

Denby
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